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Software publisher CARL Berger-Levrault expands its Mobility offer
with CARL Flash 6
Since 2010, CARL Berger-Levrault has drawn on its 3 mobile maintenance solutions (CARL
Touch, CARL Xpress and CARL Flash) to deliver field operational solutions for its users in
industry, transport, local authorities, the service sector and healthcare. As 2021 kicks off, CARL
Berger-Levrault, the European market leader in CMMS/TAM solutions is consolidating its
expertise in the field of mobility by releasing version 6 of CARL Flash, in line with its CARL Source
6 software.

Six months after the launch of the new version of its CARL Source software, CARL
Berger-Levrault is unveiling CARL Flash 6, a mobile application for service requests,
intended for users of assets, equipment, or public areas.
Resolutely oriented towards the general public, this new responsive version is equipped
with intuitive ergonomics and extended functionalities for greater ease-of-use.
Always at the forefront of the mobility market, CARL
Berger-Levrault is, once again, releasing a product
100% adapted to the typology of its users. For example, CARL Flash 6
includes customizable wizards that can be adapted to the various
services available: badge requests, work requests, troubleshooting...
QR-Codes affixed to equipment or premises intelligently adapt the
wizards and speed up data-inputting.
Improving the quality of the service provided and communicating with
users has never been so simple, efficient, and secure. A
straightforward QR Code allows CARL Flash application to be accessed
and configured on smartphones. SSO authentication ensures a
seamless connection. The application also guarantees compliance
with GDPR confidentiality rules (accepting cookie management, authorization to access device
functions) and ensures data security (secure exchange protocols, password encryption, etc.).
By combining simplicity and security with the functional richness of a business-area application, CARL
Flash creates a link between technical departments and users.

About CARL Berger-Levrault
CARL Software has been an expert in equipment, asset and maintenance management solutions (CMMS
/ EAM / TAM) for over 35 years.
In May 2018, the publisher joined the Berger-Levrault group and became CARL Berger-Levrault.
The European leader, with offices in Belgium, France, Spain and Italy and a worldwide network of
distributors, CARL Berger-Levrault counts about thousand customers worldwide. CARL Source solution
is also supported by the Berger-Levrault group's subsidiaries in Canada and Morocco.
A software offer to meet the needs of major business areas
The new release of CARL Source is available in 5 versions, each dedicated to a specific business area:
• CARL Source Factory : Industrial equipment and general resources.
• CARL Source Facility: Buildings, equipment and technical infrastructure.
• CARL Source City : Asset management, infrastructures, public networks.
• CARL Source Transport: Rolling stock, fixed and linear installations
• CARL Source Healthcare: Technical and biomedical equipment.
Each version includes the CARL Maps module dedicated to the integration and graphical interaction
with:
•
•
•

CARL Maps - CAD: equipment and assets displayed as maps
CARL Maps - GIS: mapping and geolocation of equipment, networks, buildings, infrastructures.
CARL Maps – BIM & CIM: Integration of 3D models (buildings, infrastructures, networks) in CARL
Source thanks to the IFC connector.

CARL Source also comes with 3 mobility solutions:
CARL Touch: Mobile CMMS for technicians and inventory managers.
CARL Xpress : Application for managing maintenance reports in just a few clicks.
CARL Flash : Application reserved for service requests issued by the general public.
CARL Berger-Levrault, part of the Berger-Levrault since May 2018.
Berger-Levrault publishes software and regulatory content on an international scale. According to the
2020 EY and Syntec Numerique report, it is the 10th-largest publisher in the sector. A major player in
services to citizens and regional administrations, providing support to local public bodies and the
healthcare, medico-social, education and business sectors through its specialist solutions that combine
advice, software packages, sector-specific content and services.
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